Trusted, comprehensive news and
insights to help you follow Congress
and make informed decisions.

What type of news alerts would you like to receive?

Policy news from award-winning
journalists
Our team of expert journalists have decades of experience
covering Congress and the White House. You can trust
them to bring you the insightful, nonpartisan analysis you
need to make better decisions.

Laser-focused alerts
As soon as a story is posted on an issue you care about,
you get an email and an alert from the CQ app. The new
breaks fast, and CQ makes sure you stay informed.

Topic pages and daily newsletters

Comprehensive schedules

Detailed pages covering the background and current
status of 32 key topics Give you the current state of play in
a moment. Twice-daily newsletters give you the biggest
headlines from Washington.

Every hearing, every press conference, every committee
meeting, everything hitting the House and Senate floors.
If it’s scheduled to happen on Capitol Hill, you’ll know
about it.

CQ News delivers deeply
researched, nonpartisan
reporting. The truth might
be hard to take. It’s not
hard to find.
With CQ News, you can:
tay informed: Our dedicated team of veteran
• Sjournalists
bring context and analysis so you

G
analysis from CQ Magazine: This
• weekly
 et more
publication dives deep into the hottest topics.

uickly understand the day’s news: The CQ
• Qhome
page leads with top stories in an easy to track

summaries of what everyone else said:
• RBNN
 eadFrontrunner
brings you detailed summaries

understand the latest policy developments.

Available online or in print.

S
alerts: Stay on top of what matters to
• you,
 et custom
and include news stories in your CQ alerts.

of the top political and policy news as reported by
the nation’s leading newspapers, magazines, radio
programs and television broadcasts, all from BNN
Frontrunner.

ever miss a hearing: We offer complete
• Ncoverage
of all schedules, so you always know where

tay on top of the administration: BNN White
• SHouse
provides a comprehensive overview of

format.

you need to be and when debates and votes will
happen.

national media coverage of the White House and the
administration.

Let’s get started. 202.650.6500 sales@cq.com

info.cq.com

